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In the spring a young man’s fancy lightly turns to 

thoughts of … wireless networks – well perhaps not, 
but read on! 
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From the Chair 
Tim Denning 

The Last Word… 
Or at least nearly the last word as my period as Chair of ITTE draws to a 
close. Being the Chair of any organisation carries duties and 
responsibilities and, yes it has to be said, some privileges. Principal 
amongst these has been the opportunity to work with the members of the 

ITTE committee and the wider membership. As a group ITTE has a wealth of shared knowledge 
and experience. The institutions we belong to are responsible for training more than 80% of 
current ‘trainees’. It is because of the range and experience of ITTE as an organisation that we 
have been invited to represent the interests of ITTE members at meetings with officers from the 
DfES, OFSTED/HMI, the QCA, the Strategy teams and of course the TTA. The results of these 
meetings are sometimes tangible and obvious although more often than not they are difficult to 
establish. Frequently the details receive little publicity within ITTE or elsewhere because of the 
need for discretion but I am confident that Chairs past and future – Tony Fisher, current Vice 
Chair, will take up the post in the summer – will all vouch for the importance of these 
opportunities for discussion and consultation. 

The ITTE journal continues to flourish in the capable hands of its new editor and under its new 
title – the Newsletter is essential reading in departments across the land thanks to the excellent 
work of Libby Jared and her persistence encouraging the contributors – the ITTE List lives on 
and bursts into life at the drop of a question or an interesting challenge and the ITTE 
conferences continue to attract widespread support both from delegates and from speakers 
drawn from government agencies and elsewhere. Don’t forget to register NOW for Leeds this 
summer… 

Recent weeks have also been marked by the discussions surrounding possible mergers and 
closer working relationships with other associations and organisations. These discussions are 
important and a good sign of a healthy organisation and I hope they will help to make ITTE 
even more effective and responsive to the needs of the membership. There has been 
considerable list activity concerning this in the last four weeks or so and I am anxious to 
confirm that the results confirm ITTE as a strong independent voice with a clear sense of 
identity and purpose. 

See you all in Leeds 

Tim 
t.j.denning@educ.keele.ac.uk 

Editorial 
Libby Jared, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 

In mid-March the lion roared – and how! Either ITTE members had hibernated during the 
winter or, more likely, you were all so busy rushing from one teaching session to the next (like 
me) to keep the e-mailing list as vibrant as usual. During the time when efficient people 
undertake their spring-cleaning and in the light of discussions with other interest groups, 
members were invited to consider the role and direction of ITTE. Always a community given to 
healthy disagreements the e-list sprung into action. I have (almost) forgiven the person who 
raised the question as to whether the newsletter was the right means of communication in this 
modern age – especially as it helped to bring in a few extra articles. 

It was particularly good to open the inbox and find two of the ITTE’s ‘founding fathers’ taking 
a measured view and offering ideas as to how ITTE might move forward. I am grateful that they 
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have allowed their thoughts and ideas to be republished here along with two current stalwart’s 
views. All these personal views provide plenty of food for thought and I am sure that the debate 
will continue. It is easy for some of us to take the eye of the ball or become embedded with 
immediate tasks. Both Roger and Stephen suggest that ITTE has become too research oriented, 
or if this is not the case, this is how we appear to the outside world. Reflecting on this, maybe 
we unintentionally do. 

I could be on a sticky wicket here wearing the hat of chief organiser of the next research 
seminar (and the last few). Given that we do have research seminars at regular intervals, I feel 
that the last few summer conferences have become rather more ‘researchy’ than in the past 
when we found out about new and exciting ‘gizmos’ etc. Wearing the other hat, the newsletter 
editor is always seeking out the share-and-tell articles, not I admit necessarily successfully. It 
does us good to be reminded of the global picture and hopefully this newsletter starts the 
process of mixing the two. Please read the articles (many thanks to all the contributors) and 
judge for yourselves. 

PS This newsletter probably breaks the record for fewest ‘pictures’. Can all digital camera 
owners please submit an image for the next one? 

ecj20@cam.ac.ukecj20@cam.ac.ukecj20@cam.ac.ukecj20@cam.ac.uk 

The Internet in the classroom: What a resource? 
Alan Pritchard, University of Warwick 

Some teachers have happily risen to the challenge of the Internet, but many others, for a variety 
of reasons, are not able to do so. In talking about this particular issue one teacher summed up 
her feelings by saying, “That is precisely why I won’t use the Internet … there’s too much 
(information) and they (the children) don’t know what to do with it.” Another reported that “It 
can be incredibly time consuming and you don’t always get enough out of it to make it 
worthwhile.”; and another, “It’s mind boggling … you get to the point where you just don’t 
know which way to turn … you give up, and if you give up, what are the kids going to do?” It 
might also be deduced from other anecdotal reports, that many teachers do not know how to 
approach the use, in the classroom, of the mass of information which is so easily accessible. 

The comments above, and many others from students, colleagues and teachers, as well as my 
work over the last year in primary classrooms using Internet sources for developing work in a 
range of subject contexts, have led me to look at and think about the ways in which we prepare 
would-be teachers for the challenge of making effective use of the “resource to end all 
resources”. 

I heard an estimate on the radio recently which suggested that 90% or more of the content of the 
Internet is attempting to sell us something, and that leaves only 10% for us to consider as 
valuable classroom study resources. We have to remember that 10% of something incredibly 
large is a very large amount of information; at the same time I guess that some of the 90% retail 
oriented sites will have something to offer. Much of the content of the Internet is of dubious 
quality, and some of it is positively obnoxious and so it is important that we do not leave pupils 
to attempt to steer a course through the maze alone, and that in most cases we give a site, or a 
selection of sites to visit. This is an issue which I do not intend to pursue here. I am more 
concerned with what happens when the information has been tracked down and what goes on 
just before and just after. I also would like to know more about how we prepare our students for 
Internet related information use. 

My concern, which is shared by others, is that: “Much Internet activity consists of unstructured 
searches, ill-defined tasks, and children’s work which consists of text and images cut and 
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pasted into a report.” and that: “Questioning children about their reports in these situations 
often reveals no evidence of understanding or learning.” Selinger (2001) 

Some of the problems are summarised as in the table below: 

Possible Difficulty Comment 

Information Overload The sheer volume of information can lead to a state of 
virtual paralysis. 

Plagiarism Whether intentional or not it is possible for “chunks” to 
be copied and presented as original work. 

Poor Habits Encouraged Simply “cutting and pasting” with little attention being 
paid to content is not a recipe for effective learning. 

Inefficient Use of Time Without specific initial guidance it is possible to spend a 
lot of time to no apparent benefit. 

Reliability There are not always guarantees that the information 
accessed is accurate, reliable and unbiased. 

 

Space prohibits me from expanding on all of the points in the table, but looking at one element - 
plagiarism, will illustrate some of the problems which face teachers. 

Plagiarism - whether intentional, or otherwise, is something which the advent of the Internet 
and other electronic sources of information has made incredibly easy. Williams (2001) points 
this out, and suggests that plagiarism has been made easier in recent years, and probably more 
common as a result of, amongst other things, “ … the enormous growth in information and 
communications technologies.” Certainly children copying passages from texts is not a new 
phenomenon, but it is quite clear that for many uninitiated young learners it is a perfectly 
acceptable modus operandi. The art of copying is not restricted to the young and uninitiated. 
There are reports, both formal and anecdotal, of this type of activity from infant school pupils to 
A level candidates, and beyond. “…at all levels of education, … a great deal of copying of 
information, even plagiarism is creeping into children’s written work. Sometimes this is 
deliberate, and at other times it is unintentional and a result of not knowing how to set about 
the work in question.” (Pritchard 2002) 

Aspects of currently acceptable learning theory can give many helpful pointers for improving 
the quality of children’s work in this context. Without delving into the range of sources, and 
quoting directly, we can see that in particular we would do well to: 

• Encourage the effective activation of prior knowledge 
• Set work in culturally appropriate settings 
• Encourage the setting of manageable tasks and answerable questions 
• Encourage engagement in a range of different ways with facts and concepts 
• Encourage the use of a range of different means of presenting the fruits of research 

work 
• Encourage the use of time to reflect upon what has been discovered and to 

challenge and develop further questions if appropriate. 

 [Many of the points above apply equally to work which does not make use of electronic 
information sources.] 

It is probably more important than ever that teachers are provided with the tools which they 
need to take advantage of the explosion of information availability which is taking place. 
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I would very much like to hear about the ways and means which our trainees are prepared for 
this style of work, and how others feel about some of the ideas that have been proffered here. 

a.m.pritchard@warwick.ac.uk 

References: 
Pritchard, A. (2002) Making use of Information from the Internet: a look at some problems and some solutions 
Educational Technology International Conference on ICTs in Education. Information Society and Education: 
Monitoring a Revolution. Proceedings of ICTE 2002 Volume 3, Badajoz, Spain (ISBN 84 95251 76 0) 

Selinger, M. (2001) Setting Authentic Tasks Using the Internet in Leask, M. (ed) (2001) Issues in Teaching Using 
ICT Routledge Falmer, London 

Williams, S. (2001) How do I know if they’re cheating? Teacher strategies in an information age. The Curriculum 
Journal 12 2 225-239 

Software and Hardware in Primary Schools – a retrospective view 
Richard Bennett, School of Education, Chester College 

As with most ITT institutions, at Chester we take a keen interest in what is going on in terms of 
ICT in our partner schools. Clearly, we are anxious to ensure that our trainees are sufficiently 
well prepared for making effective use of ICT in their teaching. To this end, we teach ICT as a 
series of ‘discrete’ sessions with subject-contextualised activities in addition to ‘embedded’ ICT 
activities which are taught as part of students’ subject sessions. Whilst we continually strive to 
introduce our students to innovative approaches and attempt to push the boundaries of what is 
possible with ICT, we also have to face the reality of what students are likely to find in schools 
and classrooms when they participate in school-based training. As we are all aware, school 
situations vary widely. 

In an endeavour to find out what was going on in schools we conducted a survey of a selection 
of primary schools across our partnership during the Spring of 2000. We were interested in the 
numbers and types of computer which were available and the sorts of software and activities 
teachers were using to support their teaching of literacy and numeracy. 

What follows is an analysis of some of that data. Three years on, we are intending to repeat the 
survey to evaluate the effects of NOF training, increased funding and enhanced familiarity with 
the Literacy and Numeracy Frameworks. We felt it might be useful for colleagues to gain some 
insights into the findings of our first survey. 

Responses were received from 28 schools across three LEAs. The schools ranged in size from a 
small three teacher primary to a large urban junior school with over 500 children. 118 teachers 
responded to the survey, which represented a 66% return rate. It should be noted that the 
respondents were self-selected. Two non-respondents commented that as they didn’t use the 
computer for literacy and numeracy they felt there was no point in responding. We have no way, 
of course, of knowing how typical this response was of all non-respondents. For convenience, 
the returns were divided into Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 dependent on the age group taught. 
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Discussion 
We anticipate that this year’s survey will mark a considerable change in the availability and type 
of computers in use in schools. Although our students do still report finding the occasional BBC 
B in Key Stage 1 classrooms, it is likely that there will be an increase in the number of Internet 
PCs and computer suites. It will be interesting to see if this affects the extent to which 
computers are used to support the teaching and learning of English and Mathematics, 
particularly if there are fewer classroom-based computers available. 

Our findings suggest that in 2000 teachers in our survey were making quite extensive use of 
computers to support the teaching of English and Mathematics which is slightly at odds with the 
findings of OFSTED: 

As last year, the application of ICT in other subjects is the main weakness in ICT in 
primary schools, especially in Key Stage 2. ……. Cross-curricular links with 
literacy and numeracy are still relatively under-exploited and computers are not 
widely used to support literacy and numeracy lessons on a day-to-day basis. 
(OFSTED 2002a:6) 

By contrast Impact2 reported: 
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The general level of use of ICT in Key Stage 2 English is the highest reported for 
any subject at any Key Stage. 61% of the pupils report using ICT in their English 
lessons some weeks or more often and 10% use ICT every week. ………. The 
results for Key Stage 2 mathematics indicate a different pattern of use. The general 
level of use of ICT in mathematics lessons is lower than in English lessons, with 
over half the sample (52%) reporting never or hardly ever using ICT in their 
mathematics lessons. This may reflect primary teachers well-documented higher 
level of confidence in English than in mathematics or the more general applicability 
of specific software (such as word-processing) in English (Harrison et al 2003:19-
20) 

It should be borne in mind that our survey is based on self-reporting by teachers and Impact2 
uses children’s responses, whereas OFSTED findings are based on lesson observations in what 
might be considered to be atypical circumstances. 

Our survey suggested that, unlike Impact2 and other studies, there was little reported difference 
in the quantity and frequency of ICT use between English and Mathematics, though there 
appear to be differences in the quality of ICT activities with more use being made of content-
free software (ie word processors) in English than in Mathematics. 

We anticipated that the introduction of the literacy and numeracy strategies might have an effect 
on the types of software being used in 2000. With the imposition of a tight structure to the 
lessons, there was likely to be less opportunity for teachers to make use of software which 
required prolonged usage (e.g. adventure programs and LOGO). We expected to find a greater 
proportion of drill and practice programs in use but were unprepared for the scale of their 
application, particularly in mathematics. This does, however, concur with OFSTED’s earlier 
finding: 

….at Key Stage 1 there is a disappointingly high use of programs providing drill and 
practice, which adds little to pupils’ IT capability 

(OFSTED, 1995:13). 

Our survey suggests that the introduction of the numeracy strategy did not necessarily lead to 
changes in the use of software for supporting the teaching of mathematics. It will be interesting 
to see if this year’s survey indicates whether there has been a shift of emphasis in the use of ICT 
resources in numeracy lessons, particularly with an anticipated increase in the use of computer 
suites. Informal observations and feedback from students have indicated that ICT suites are 
tending to be used for specific ICT lessons, some of which are aimed at developing ICT skills in 
contexts which do not necessarily relate to ongoing subject work. Might it be that we will see an 
increase in the use of databases, word processors and spreadsheets? Will these applications 
necessarily be related to the teaching and learning of English and mathematics? Alternatively, 
with more widespread use of the QCA Scheme of Work for ICT, there could be an increase in 
the use of LOGO and simulations – though the availability of the latter might restrict their use 
to a narrow range of subject contexts. 

There was no use of the Internet reported in our 2000 survey. At that time, very few schools had 
reliable Internet access and there were fewer resources available online for the teaching and 
learning of English and mathematics. With the rise in the availability of online subscription and 
free resources it will interesting to see if these have made an impact on the way in which ICT is 
being used. However, many of the online resources for literacy and numeracy appear, at present, 
to provide drill and practice tasks in basic skills. 

We also gathered data about the types of activity for which the software was being used, though 
this proved more difficult to analyse. Content-specific software such as spelling practice 
programs offer little flexibility in the ways in which they can be deployed, whereas content-free 
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software offers more potential for variability in application. A word processor could be used for 
a closed activity such as dragging and dropping missing words into sentences or open-ended 
tasks starting with a blank page. Hence, some of the responses were vague for the application of 
word processors (e.g. ‘it depends’, ‘all sorts of things’ or simply ‘word processing’). 

Implications 
We speculated on the reasons behind a greater reliance on drill and practice software in 
mathematics teaching. Some of the teachers’ comments suggested there was a need for more 
content-specific software in mathematics as the subject requirements are more closely 
prescribed. Teachers tend to be more familiar with word processors and feel confident to use 
them for a range of tasks. Although it might be argued that a spreadsheet is a ‘number 
processor’, it seems to be more intimidating for teachers and requires more technical knowhow 
(or confidence) to produce a meaningful outcome. 

OFSTED (1995) did not elaborate on the reasons underlying their concerns with the 
‘disappointing’ over-use of drill and practice software. The arguments against the use of drill 
and practice software have been aired from the earliest days of microcomputers for schools. We 
in the ICT in education world are familiar with the importance of using ICT to exercise and 
develop higher order thinking skills but how does this square with the needs and concerns of 
teachers in today’s primary schools? The Literacy and Numeracy Strategies make little explicit 
reference to the use of ICT. The highly structured lesson format leaves little time for deep 
engagement with activities – hence, for example, concerns expressed about opportunities for 
children to engage in extended writing (e.g. OFSTED 2002b). This seems to have fuelled the 
desire for tightly focused, short-burst activities which will sit comfortably into a 20 minute 
window of opportunity. Maybe what is needed is another look at small, focused ICT based 
activities for numeracy and literacy. Many of the activities which were provided with the 
original Microcomputers for Schools package were of the short-focused task variety and yet 
provided opportunities for deeper engagement. Whilst some of these were resurrected as part of 
the Maths and ICT package (DfEE, 2001) and there have been some interesting recent 
developments in MacroMedia based programs, it would seem that there are considerable 
opportunities for the development of interesting and challenging short programs to address 
specific areas of subject-learning, based on sound educational principles. 

The main purpose of the survey was for us to gather useful information about what was going 
on in our partner schools. We have more detailed information from our survey than is presented 
here; for example, the titles of software which teachers were actually using in their classrooms 
at the time and written comments on the virtues and drawbacks of using ICT resources. We 
found this information very useful in ensuring we were introducing our students to software 
they were likely to encounter in schools. It also led to the purchase of some of the more popular 
packages for evaluation (see Bennett & Pearson, 2002). If you would like more detailed 
information, have any comments or observations or have some complementary data, please 
contact via email. 

r.bennett@chester.ac.uk 
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Additional Materials for ICT Strategy Unit 7.4 
Gill Deadman, Lewisham LEA (with a little input from Neil Stanley, LJMU) 

This is work in progress for a project being undertaken by the BCS Schools Expert Panel, 
Teacher Education Working Group. 

It is very apparent that the general tone of the sample units is too high for lower ability groups. 
Although some ideas from the other strategies have been incorporated many other ideas have 
not. There will also be 'new' ideas that could do with a wider audience. Three ideas that have 
been used effectively in the classroom (by Gill and her team) are detailed below. If you have or 
can think of more then we would be interested in hearing about them. You can email Gill on 
gilldeadman@btinternet.com or Neil on n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk . We hope you find these 
useful. Like a lot of things they look obvious - but only after you've been shown! 

Pupil 'mini-whiteboards' 
What are these materials? 

In the Unit there are three spreadsheets covering 3 topics: Football, Zoo and Biscuits. These can 
be printed in colour (multiple copies) and laminated. They can then be used by the pupils as 
personal 'mini-whiteboards'. They can also be used in conjunction with blank 'mini-whiteboards' 
(or blank one side with a set of standard responses on the other - Yes, No, a, b, c, d, common 
icons…). Pupils will also need non-permanent ohp pens and something to rub out with. 

When to use these materials? 

These materials can be used in the introduction to the lesson and / or in the plenary. The 
materials support active learning and are a useful resource where some or all pupils are 
individually reluctant to respond to teacher questions. 

How to use these materials? 

The teacher asks a question and invites pupils to record their response on their blank 'mini-
whiteboard', or circling their answer on their laminated spreadsheet 'mini-whiteboard'. For 
example: 

• Can you identify Cell C8 and tell me what it contains? 
• Pupils circle C8 on their whiteboard and a 'correct' pupil can be asked to respond. 

• Can you predict what will happen if I double the quantity? 
• Pupils write their answer on their whiteboard. 

How can this help pupils’ learning? 

The teacher will re-assure pupils that it is more important that all pupils make a response rather 
than worrying about whether they are giving the 'right' or 'wrong' answers. Teachers should wait 
until all pupils have responded. This encourages pupils to think about their learning rather than 
'getting the answer right'. It also encourages wider participation, and avoids the scenario where 
the teacher answers their own question, or where the same small group of pupils always answer 
the teacher's questions. Because the response is 'semi-anonymous', i.e. the whole class cannot 
hear the response, it encourages more pupils to be 'brave' and make a response, where they 
otherwise might have been reluctant to do so. Pupils could be paired in mixed ability pairs and 
discuss their responses before recording these on their whiteboards. 
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How can this help with the teaching? 

The instant feedback will help the teacher to make better informed interventions. For example, 
the teacher will know which pupils are unable to 'double a simple number', or who arenot yet 
confident about finding their way around a spreadsheet using cell references. 

Pupil Reflective Writing Frames 
What are these materials? 

These materials consist of evaluative questions and spaces for pupils to record their response. 
They can be used as a 'scaffold' at the end of each lesson and each unit, for pupils to reflect on 
and write up their work. 

When to use these materials? 

These materials can be used as part of the plenary to assist pupils to reflect on and write up their 
work and can be used to: 

• encourage pupils to take more responsibility for their learning; 
• assist teachers with formative and summative assessment. 

How to use these materials? 

During the plenary, following the Q&A session, the teacher will set aside time for pupils to 
complete their writing frame. Pupils will complete the appropriate part of their writing frame, 
and place it in their folder at the end of each lesson. The teacher will scan the pupils' responses 
weekly to identify any issues to inform future planning and pupil intervention. 

How can this help pupils’ learning? 

The questions in the writing frames make explicit the learning process. They provide pupils 
with a framework to reflect on their own learning and as such provide a 'scaffold' for the pupils. 
The writing frames also provide a mechanism for pupil / teacher dialogue. The process of 
critical reflection encourages pupils to identify their own strengths and weaknesses and take 
more responsibility for their own learning. 

How can this help with the teaching? 

These writing frames aid teachers' formative assessment. They help teachers to monitor pupils' 
ongoing progress and identify areas of strength and weakness. Teachers will be able to use the 
information to make more appropriate interventions in pupils' learning. For example, where a 
pupil writes that they are not able to make progress because their class partner is not letting 
them have a fair go at using the computer. A teacher could then either discuss the issue with the 
pupils with a view to resolving this, or pair the pupil in future more appropriately with another 
classmate. At the end of a unit of work, the content of the writing frames will inform teachers' 
summative assessment of pupils' attainment. 

Vocabulary Cards 
What are these materials? 

Vocabulary cards cover the key vocabulary to be used in the unit. These can be printed and 
laminated and then displayed in a prominent position in the classroom. 

When to use these materials? 

These materials can be used in the introduction to the lesson and / or in the plenary. 

How to use these materials? 

Teachers ask pupils questions in the introduction and plenary and point to the vocabulary to 
elicit an appropriate response. 
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How can this help pupils’ learning? 

The vocabulary cards can act as a prompt to help pupils remember what they have learned, to 
assist with spelling, and to ensure they use the vocabulary appropriately. This may also help 
learners with EAL. 

How can this help with the teaching? 

Teachers can refer to the vocabulary wall cards at the start of a lesson when reviewing previous 
work and checking pupils understanding of, for example, the components of a spreadsheet. A 
teacher might ask pupils to identify a particular cell on their laminated spreadsheet models, and 
at the same time point to the word "cell" on the wall. At the end of a lesson in the plenary, as 
part of the Q&A, the teacher can draw pupils' attention to the vocabulary when asking pupils 
questions about what they have learned. 

gilldeadman@btinternet.com  n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

New and Old on the (Physical) Bookshelf 
Graham Jarvis, Trinity & All Saints College 

Early this year, I sent the following message to the list: 

 “I have some money to buy books for our new library. I wonder if you have suggestions of 
books for ICT for both Primary and Secondary ITT students.” 

Amongst the people who sent me suggestions was this newsletter’s editor. She added the 
footnote that as suggestions were coming to me I could compile a list of replies and return it for 
going into the next newsletter. Such commands maybe need obeying. 

The booklist so far 
Interactive Children, Communicative Teaching; ICT and classroom teaching by Cook and 
Finlayson [Open University Press] ISBN 0 335 20021 4 (HB) or 0 335 20020 6 (PB) 
For Primary ITT students. It is very accessible but uses a Vygotskian underpinning to how and 
why ICT should be used, and the responsibility of the teacher for setting up and supporting the 
learning environment. 

Teaching Science with ICT by Newton and Rogers (2001) 
See www.continuumbooks.com The book discusses pedagogical issues rather than describing 
101 things to do with a computer. 

Primary ICT Knowledge, Understanding and Practice (2nd Edition) (2002) by Sharp J, Potter J, 
Allen J and Loveless A. [Learning Matters]. ISBN 1-903300-59-2 
This book is one of a series under the general title of Achieving QTS and is based on the new 
02/02 Standards 

Ager R (1998) Information and Communications Technology in Primary Schools [David Fulton 
Publishers] ISBN 1-85346-543-7 

Ager R (2000) The Art of Information and Communications Technology for teachers [David 
Fulton Publishers] ISBN 1-85346-622-0 

Crompton R & Mann P (eds) (1996) IT Across the Primary Curriculum [Cassell] ISBN 0-304-
33290-9 

Crompton R & Mann P (1998) Curriculum Bank - Information Technology Key Stage One 
[Scholastic] ISBN 0-590-53782-2 

Crompton R & Mann P (1998) Curriculum Bank - Information Technology Key Stage Two 
[Scholastic] ISBN 0-590-53783-0 
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Crook C (1994) Computers and the Collaborative Experience of Learning [Routledge] ISBN 0-
415-05360-9 

Easingwold N & Gamble N (2000) ICT and Literacy ICT Media, Reading and Writing 
[Continuum] ISBN 0-8264-4810-0 

Grey D (2001) The Internet in School (2nd Edition). [Continuum] ISBN 0-8264-5365-1 

Harrison M (1998) Co-ordinating ICT across the Primary School [Falmer Press] ISBN 0-7507-
0690-2 

Higgins S, Packard N & Race P (1999) 500 ICT tips for Primary Teachers [Kogan Page] ISBN 
0-7494-2863-5 

Kennewell S, Parkinson P & Tanner H (2000) Developing the ICT Capable School [Routledge 
Farmer] ISBN 0-414-23512-X 

Leask M (Ed) (2001) Issues in teaching using ICT [Routledge Falmer] ISBN 0-415-23867-6 

Leask M & Meadows J (2000) Teaching and Learning with ICT in the Primary Classroom 
[Routledge Farmer] ISBN 0-415-21505-6 

Loveless A (1995) The Role of IT - Practical Issues for the Primary Teacher [Cassell] ISBN 0-
304-33217-8 (PS I don’t know if there is a new edition?) 

Loveless A & Ellis V (Eds) (2001) ICT, Pedagogy and the Curriculum - Subject to Change 
[Routledge Falmer] ISBN 0-415-23430-1 

McFarlane A (ed) (1997) Information Technology and Authentic Learning - Realising the 
potential of computers in the primary classroom [Routledge] ISBN 0-415-14701-8 

Miller, J & Higgins, S (2001) Meeting the standards in primary ICT. [Routledge] ISBN: 
0415230470 

Monteith M (ed) (1998) IT for Learning Enhancement [Intellect Books] ISBN 1-87516-62-5 

Parton P (2000) ICT – Early Years activities to promote the use of information and 
communication technology [Belair Publications] ISBN 0-94788-251-0 

Sanger J (1997) Young Children Videos and Computer Games [Falmer Press] ISBN 0-7507-0-
701 

Smith H (1999) Opportunities for Information and Communication Technology in the Primary 
School [Trentham Books] ISBN 1-85856-106X 

StartIT Early 

This outlines ways in which ICT can support the Early Learning Goals (and not just be used for 
KUoTW!). Copies are available at £12 each. Send orders (payment to Worcestershire County 
Council) to: Jane Finch, Teacher Adviser for ICT Worcestershire County Council Finstall 
Centre, Stoke Road, Aston Fields, BROMSGROVE, Worcs, B60 3EN 

PS A very useful message from Margaret Cox, reminded the e-list of the ICT in Education 
Yearbook 2003 published by BCS and ACITT. Normal Price £10, Members Price £8, 
obtainable form British computer Society, Publications Department, 1 Sandford Street, 
Swindon. SN1 1HU. e-mail: bcshq@bcs.org.uk 

g_jarvis@tasc.ac.uk 
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Wireless – to be or not to be? 
Compiled by Libby Jared - with permission from participants. 

We all became very excited (well I did!) by the news that the TTA were going to provide funding to 
encourage the use of ICT in ITT. It was not long before the list started to receive a few messages about how 
the money might best be spent. 
John Potter from Goldsmiths College was considering whether this was the opportunity to achieve a 
current dream even if there was some scepticism from a wider world about his ideas. He chose to seek 
further opinions from fellow members of ITTE. The postscript shows that it has NOT ended in tears. 

Here is the correspondence. 

Dear all, 

I expect that using some of the TTA money to provide wireless access is an issue that some of 
us are considering. I'm certainly looking at providing some teaching spaces in the Education 
Building here with access points. However, like many of you I suspect, I work within a much 
bigger university network, managed by a technical support team in a different building, with a 
different perspective on such issues. 

To date the response has been "Why do you want to go down the wireless route?" 

The reasons for their lack of enthusiasm are threefold: 

1) That it is too slow to be useful, 

2) The standards are changing so fast and can't be pinned down at the moment (Where are we 
up to with 802.11a as a standard?) 

3) The security of the network as a whole is compromised 

I need some support on this fairly quickly and I'm sure there are others on the list who are in the 
same position. Can anyone recommend any sources of info or case studies of wireless working 
in the type of setup most of us are working in? 

Certainly BECTa's advice at http://www.becta.org.uk/technology/infosheets/html/wlantechnical.html is 
comprehensive but it does not necessarily describe our situation. Additionally it also mentions 
the difficulties described above. 

Does anyone have any advice on this to share? Or is it something we should leave alone at this 
stage with this short time scale for placing orders? 

John. 
j.potter@gold.ac.uk 

Julie Wilson, Education Officer, Management & ICT at BECTa, was quick to offer support and 
a full reply. Julie has updated the technical information she was able to give to the list and the 
latest specifications are included here. 

Hi John, 

The recent NGfL Pathfinders reports may support your arguments. Under 1.5 Recommendations 
(Second Report) it states: 

"Provision of computer suites is not sufficient. Schools also need clusters of computers, sets of 
laptops and supplementary wireless networking to enable flexible use of ICT in subject 
teaching." 

The recent Becta/TC Trust Wireless Networks Publication is another good source. It surveyed 
approximately 50 schools and all stated that wireless networks increased access to ICT, 
increased staff and pupil enthusiasm and increased the amount of ICT being used and included 
in subject teaching. http://www.becta.org.uk/news/wireless_networks/ 
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With regard to speed, it's generally accepted that wireless networks are less efficient than wired 
networks and this obviously has implications for multimedia use. The most widely used 
approved standard is 802.11b (2.4 GHz and 11Mbps) while 802.11a (5 GHz and 54Mbps) is 
now available without the need for a licence. More details of both are available on the Becta 
technical briefing paper. This is the latest version and contains more up to date information than 
the sheet John mentions above. 
http://www.ictadvice.org.uk/downloads/wirelesslan_technical.doc 

At BETT this year, some companies were marketing 802.11g products but this has still to 
receive official approval and opinions on its benefits are varied. As there is also talk of 802.11h 
I can see why the issue is confusing. However, ALL of the schools in the above publication 
used 802.11b and all of the benefits were achieved using that standard. 

For those who didn't see the wireless presentation at last year's ITTE conference, I'm presenting 
a similar one at CAL'03 in April. While it's not specifically relevant to ITEs, it should go a long 
way in helping to justify the need for wireless technologies in ITEs. 

best wishes, 

Julie 
Julie.Wilson@becta.org.uk 

Richard Millwood from Ultralab, was equally energetic to reply to each of the three lack-of-
enthusiasm-reasons in turn. Maybe the word reply should be replaced with shot down in flames 
… 

If I appear harsh, forgive me. 

1) That it is too slow to be useful. 

Nonsense. At Ultralab - arguably fussy and demanding users - all personnel use wireless by 
choice, despite the reduction in bandwidth from 100Mb (or 1GB in some cases) to 11Mb (still 
20 times ADSL - and that feels great at home!). That choice is made because most network 
activity is low bandwidth (web pages, email) and convenience and flexibility far, far outweigh 
performance. We (purposefully) wander from room to room, collaborate at each others’ desks or 
in meeting rooms and generally don't think about connectivity. I wrote the web page: 
http://improbability.ultralab.net/wireless/ two years ago and nothing has changed to make it worse... 
(Article reprinted in this newsletter below). 

2) The standards are changing so fast and can't be pinned down at the moment (Where are we 
up to with 802.11a as a standard?) 

As far as I know they are often compatible with each other and allow older equipment to 
connect with newer. My colleagues suggest that g will be the next standard and it is backward 
compatible with b. The situation with wired ethernet has been the same by and large - switching 
hubs have made it easy to implement mixed 10/100/1G networking. We still have ethernet 
equipped Macs made in 1990 on our network and causing no grief (they even start up quicker 
than the latest ones!). 

3) The security of the network as a whole is compromised 

Not at all. You can do two or three things to avoid this: 

(i) ask for a general password to connect to the base station 

(ii) only allow specific computers to connect to the base station 

(iii) encrypt all data transported over wireless - something that may happen for wired too as I 
understand it. 
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Giving people a network compromises security of course - we are human, but this is a 'cut your 
nose off to spite your face' kind of argument I would have thought. 

regards, Richard 
richard@ultralab.net 

But All’s Well That Ends Well. 
In seeking permission from John to include the discussion as a newsletter piece, good news 
arrived with his reply. Congratulations are in order all round!! 

John’s update: 

Goldsmiths has now decided to adopt a wireless access pilot with some of the TTA money. 

Support from the mailing list was essential in getting computer services to see that it was worth 
pursuing. It also helped to unearth a wireless enthusiast from within Information Services. The 
information provided by Julie Wilson from BECTA and Neil Stanley from Liverpool, coupled 
with Richard Millwood's vociferous support (can you say that about emails? - probably not!) 
helped to allay fears here. 

We will be buying 6 wireless points which use the new, not-quite ratified 802.11g standard (but 
which are backwards compatible). We have identified a couple of teaching rooms and a central 
concourse area in the Education Building. We've also got a couple of teaching rooms used for 
science in another part of the campus. 

Now all we await are the network cards and our new TTA-funded laptops. 

Cheers, John. 

Gosh! 
ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

Benefits of wireless laptops 
Richard Millwood, ULTRALAB 

(first published March 2001 and currently available as web page: http://improbability.ultralab.net/wireless/) 

In ULTRALAB's Learning in the New Millenium project - supported by and in collaboration 
with Nortel - we found that giving teachers iBook laptops and an Airport base station genuinely 
inspired interest amongst teaching staff who were not previously enthusiastic and had useful 
benefits for pupils and school organisation. 

With laptop performance matching desktop computers, school's now face difficult decisions - 
should they install a fixed ICT suite in a dedicated room or should they purchase a lockable 
cupboard on wheels and laptops? The reasons for pursuing the latter strategy are not hard to see, 
but need saying: 

1 Appropriation - a laptop is easy to use where and when you see fit - there are no cables 
of any kind to restrain you and there is battery power to last the school day. This means: the 
pond, the staff room, the science lab, the special needs room, the hall, the demountable, the 
child's desk, the parent's home, the conference, the teacher's holiday etc. can carry on using the 
Internet - one of the most compelling applications to many who have not adopted ICT in 
teaching) - as long the laptop is within 50 metres from a base station. 

2 Low costs - for Apple iBooks, iMacs, G4s and PowerBooks it costs 187 pounds (March 
2001) for the Airport base station which supports up to 10 computers (or more depending on 
usage). The upgrade hardware for each computer is a PCMCIA card costing 62 pounds. Sadly, 
costs can be much higher for PCs but they use the same standard systems and basic technologies 
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“I chose an age phase where many of the 
questions were not really the ones I would 
want to consider - I appreciate that that is the 
agenda of policy makers …” 

Response 122

- they can be just as interoperable as they are with Ethernet wiring. The Airport base station can 
service PCs and Macs and bridge to existing wired networks. 

3 Comfort - most ICT suites and desktops are on fixed height benching, trolleys or desks. 
I have seen small children sitting on small chairs with keyboards at chin level and screens in the 
'heavens' - no good for them, but OK for an adult. Laptops afford variation in siting, angling, 
movement, eye-level and angle in order to maintain comfort. Care has to be taken to adopt an 
ergonomic position with a laptop - the keyboard is not readily moveable in relation to the screen 
- but an important factor in people's health is the ability to move the equipment to change their 
position to best fit circumstances of lighting, other equipment and reference books and other 
media that may be worked on, as well as their own physique. 

4 Flexibility of organisation - a lockable cupboard on wheels filled with laptops can 
become an ICT suite in the teacher's own room, where their current work and stimulus material 
is displayed and the context of resources and atmosphere and continuity all support curriculum 
focussed ICT use. Alternatively it may be split and used as needed by children in different 
classes on demand, "Jane, could you fetch a wireless laptop so we can follow up that question 
about weather forecasting". In contrast, fixing the furniture and wiring does not allow these 
decisions to be made on an hour by hour basis to suit curriculum needs and the teacher's and 
children's developing confidence. 

5 Empowerment for children - because the equipment is mobile in all the senses 
mentioned above, kids have a sense of "it's to do with me". What they mean is that it is used as 
a personal tool rather than a as duty to the school - rather like a favourite pen, perhaps. 

richard@ultralab.net 

Do you want to play? or Developing collaborative partnerships to 
gain international perspectives on the ‘What is the bang for your 
buck?’ debate as it relates to ICT in education 
Peter Twining, The Open University 

What’s it all about? 
dICTatEd (Discussing ICT, Aspirations & Targets for Education) aims to stimulate and inform 
the ‘What is the bang for your buck?’ debate re ‘educational’ ICT1. Our intention is to enhance 
the educational impact of expenditure on 
in ICT in education. 

dICTatEd is predicated on substantial 
evidence that despite huge levels of 
investment in ICT in education (e.g. 
Twining 2002a) ICT is not having a 
proportionately large impact on learning 
outcomes (e.g. Cuban 2001; Twining 2002b). One of the key reasons that has been identified for 
this lack of impact of ‘educational’ ICT is the lack of shared understandings (visions) about the 
reasons for using ICT in education (Twining 2002b). 

What’s been done so far? 
In order to start to explore the hypothesis that there was a lack of agreement about why we 
should be using ICT in education I have: 

                                                 
1In the context of this research ICT is taken to mean computer related technologies, but, unusually for the UK, the 
definition used here excludes OHPs, televisions, tape recorders and the like. 
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“This is the easiest to use, best thought-out on-
line questionaire on ICT in Ed that I have seen.  
You are a master craftsman.”  

Response 199

• carried out a review and synthesis of the rationales for ‘educational’ ICT use that are 
evident in the literature (see Twining 2003 pp.5-7 for details); 

• used the resulting 19 rationales as the basis for a web-based questionnaire, which sets 
out to explore respondents’ views on the rationales that they think SHOULD underpin 
educational ICT (see http://www.meD8.info/qqa for access to the questionnaire). 

The questionnaire is aimed at a 
sample of all those involved in all 
phases of education across the 
(English speaking) world. As I write 
this there have been over 1500 
responses submitted to the 
questionnaire. This represents around 5% of the target sample size. Interim results and reports 
on the research are available via http://www.meD8.info/qqa/results.htm. 

Who’s already involved? 
dICTatEd already involves collaborations with individuals in a range of 
institutions/organisations, including: 

 

The Centre for Information on Language 
Teaching and Research (CILT) 
http://www.cilt.org.uk/ 

UK 
 

De Montfort University UK  

dk2 consultants 
www.dk2.com.au Australia Nikki Deighton 

(nikki@dk2.com.au) 

John Cabot City Technology College 
www.cabot.ac.uk/ UK Colin Coles 

(ccoles@cabot.ac.uk) 

London School of Economics & Political 
Science 
teaching.lse.ac.uk/tech/ 

UK 
Steve Ryan 
(s.ryan@lse.ac.uk) 

Northwestern State University of 
Louisiana USA  

Oxford University 
http://www.oucs.ox.ac.uk/ltg/ UK  

Pájaro Valley Unified School District 
http://www.pvusd.net/tcip/ USA Fred Mindlin, 

(fmindlin@santacruz.k12.ca.us)

Royal Society of Chemistry UK  

University of Brighton 
www.brighton.ac.uk/edusport/education/ UK Marian Kenward 

(M.A.Kenward@bton.ac.uk) 

Central Brent Partnership (EAZ) 
 UK Tariq Ahmed 

(Tariqahmed@aol.com) 

 

A number of other potentially significant collaborations are currently being negotiated. 
However, the opportunity to get involved still exists. I am particularly keen to collaborate with 
people involved in teacher education. 
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“I feel the questionnaire gave me an insight 
into the role of ICT within the curriculum in 
this particular age phase. It enabled me to 
think more about what I believe ICT should be 
effectively used for.”  

Response 178

“The questionnaire is, from my perspective, 
badly designed. It makes assumptions which 
responders may not agree with, …”  

Response 802

“…generally very good, one or two quibbles 
about wording but did not really matter. Liked 
the instant feedback at the end.” 

Response 127

“An interesting and thoughtful questionnaire.”

Response 1097

What does collaboration involve? 
Collaboration can take a number of forms, but in most instances it involves the following: 

• I add a link for the collaborating 
person’s organisation/institution 
to the main entry page to the 
questionnaire (see 
http://www.meD8.info/qqa for 
examples). When selected, this 
link takes a respondent in to the 
questionnaire and logs them as having come via that link. This enables me to extract all 
the responses from people who have come in via that link from all the other responses. 

• I provide code for linking directly to the questionnaire from the collaborator’s own web 
page(s). This again records the route via which respondents have entered the 
questionnaire, allowing their responses to be extracted from the database. 

• The collaborator publicises the questionnaire. 
• When the data collection from the collaborator’s organisation/institution is complete, I 

provide the collaborator with a set of the anonymised raw data for responses from 
people who came in via their link. 

• The collaborator can then use that data for research purposes2. 

What are the potential benefits of collaborating with dICTatEd? 
The potential benefits to dICTatEd 
include: 

• more publicity; 
• more responses; 
• enhanced credibility and status; 
• opportunities for co-publications; 
• building relationships which may lead to future research/funding opportunities. 

 

The potential benefits for collaborators include: 
• ‘Easy’ data collection – we have set up the data collection infrastructure, your role is to 

publicise the questionnaire amongst your target group (normally students and staff in 
your institution). 

• Support in analysing the data - I 
will have identified the most 
appropriate ways in which to 
analyse the data as a whole, which 
will also be applicable to the sub-
set of the data that I provide you 
with. 

• Stimulating and raising the level of debate about ICT within your 
organisation/institution. 

• Access to information about staff and students’ views on ICT use, which may be of 
strategic importance to your institution/organisation. 

• Publication opportunities – given 
the anticipated size of the sample 
and the number of collaborators 

                                                 
2 Specific conditions apply, such as issues to do with data protection. 
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“Very easy to use and some good questions 
which are highly relevent.” 

Response 241

“… a very impressive bit of work.” 

Response 965

there will be substantial opportunity for publication of papers that make comparisons 
across institutions/organisations, as well as across variables (such as role, specialism, 
etc) within institutions/organisations. 

• Raising your international profile– the outcomes from the questionnaire are being widely 
distributed (at the time of writing 
this article over 600 people have 
requested that they be sent 
updates on the questionnaire). 
Collaborators will be clearly 
identified in the reports on the 
questionnaire that I produce. 

• Contributing to the debate – your participation can help increase the impact of 
dICTatEd, which aims to have a direct influence on policymakers and thus enhance the 
impact of investments in ‘educational’ ICT. 

What do I do now? 
If you are interested in exploring the possibility of collaborating with us on dICTatEd then 
email me, Peter Twining, at P.Twining@open.ac.uk. 

 

If you don’t want to have access to the raw data, but do want to support dICTatEd then: 
• publicise the questionnaire – encourage your colleagues and students to fill it in at 

http://www.meD8.info/qqa 
• add your details to the list of people who are supporting dICTatEd by emailing Peter 

Twining (P.Twining@open.ac.uk) in the first instance. 

I hope you will join us and look forward 
to working with you. 

P.Twining@open.ac.uk 
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Personal Views 
External events have triggered ITTE to consider its position in the wider context. The debate was opened up 
by ITTE’s Chair sending a message to the list asking for views and comments. Amongst the replies were two 
from members ‘in from the beginning’ These contributions have been updated for this newsletter (titles 
supplied by the editor!) and are joined by two further personal views, sent directly to the newsletter editor. 

Attention Three 
Stephen Heppell, Ultralab 

Hmm. I usually lurk on this mail list but I thought I'd offer my twopennyworth too, since the 
future of something I helped to found seems in the balance. 

ITTE has been a wonderful place, physically (at the conference), regularly (through the 
newsletter, which I ALWAYS look forward to) and to a lesser extent virtually (through various 
on-line activities) for those many of us who are tasked with ICT in some sort of teacher 
education. We have been able to swap ideas, thoughts, practical suggestions and, probably most 
importantly of all, to have a strong voice, historically, into policy. 

The ‘pragmatic’ side of this is always the most needed and the most effective. ITTE joins up 
relatively isolated, relatively undervalued, hard working lecturers. It closes that isolation gap, 
gives a real feeling of camaraderie and helps everyone to feel as valuable as they are. But, like 
so many of the ‘early’ organisations, form and function have got a bit woolly. NAACE is having 
a long look at their F & Fs too for example. 

I think three things need some attention: 

Some while after my chairing of ITTE, the emphasis grew on research papers and presentations. 
These matter of course to those of you who are stuck with RAE performance (bad luck), and a 
‘research conference’ ought to maximise the number who can present and score points. It is 
good for the sector and helps move individuals forward, but of course not all the research is 
useful, not all of it has enough scale to count and inevitably it is easier to get published (or 
funded) if a perspective breaks, rather than confirms, a consensus. The problem here is that it 
caused ITTE to take its eye off the ball (which was informing policy and making policy). By 
and large, research doesn't change policy although it can help those who do change it to do so 
more effectively maybe. The RAE stuff is useful, but does not lead to a compelling, seductive 
community of practice, does it? 

The second thing is that, obviously, the world has moved on a bit since Roger was the first chair 
and I drew the ITTE logo in MacDraw on an AppleMacintosh 128k with 400K disc drive(!). 
Amongst our research certainties here at the lab is a clear understanding of the huge complexity 
of on-line discourse. We run modules and short courses in facilitation, the last Talking Heads 
paper had around a dozen full time authors researching for over two years in the lab. It's tricky 
stuff and clearly any attempt at something electronic and seductive needs to meet, and 
understand, this level of complexity. It is really hard to have something that is vibrant for the 
‘life and soul’ members, but that has a wider reach to the ‘visit and listen’ audience, whilst 
leaving them both feeling catered for directly. Even tougher is the task of archiving the content 
to generate a ‘vector of change’ as we look back at past conferences and debates to get a clear 
handle on future direction. For example reviewing past newsletters it is pretty clear that there is 
a steady advance in the disaggregation of the task of teacher education that needs to be 
responded to by ITTE's future direction. How useful it would be to revisit on-line the debate and 
deliberation from and with policy makers in the past to map the gradient of that change? From 
our NZ Ultralab we have just started a tertiary project helping colleagues to reflect on and 
exchange their micro-research into the effectiveness of their own teaching. As I look at the 
beginning of this I can't help but think the same tool and environment would be brilliant for 
ITTE members. But we know that without full time high quality facilitation it has zero chance 
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of success. On the other hand that is exactly the sort of thing the government would be delighted 
to fund, doubtless, especially if ITTE's head was a bit more prominent above the parapet. 

Finally ITTE was originally a place where, annually at least, you could see (and swap) some 
pretty cool ideas at the cutting edge of new technology. Preparing teachers for the future we 
need to be w-a-y ahead of the present so that concepts can be planted or formed now, to 
blossom in the future. Again, looking at all cool the mobile phone and PDA stuff (eVIVA, m-
Learning, etc) that's been going on here since the 90s I don't now think first of ITTE as a place 
to demo and discuss early fruits of this research and maybe nor does anyone else. I'm currently 
having a lot of fun controlling my computer with my mobile phone - triggering full scripts on 
the laptop with bluetooth commands from the mobile – full control of Powerpoint (if I used it) 
or Safari (which I do use) and so on. Very cool and interesting in terms of the potential 
pedagogy it unlocks. Similarly the whole revolution is school design should have a HUGE 
voice in it from ITTE (e.g. controversy about the new ‘exemplary designs’..). 

On the mailing list I suggest having a look, for example, at Adelaide's ASMS, built in a 
university next to the School of Education and mention our CABE work-in-progress-site with a 
url. It is not reprinted here, for as the e-message continued - but please don't pass the url on until 
our website is finished - maybe in July. If you were to be looking at the pictures you could see 
that ICT in teacher ed should be leading this kind of work proactively, not following reactively. 
We should be building our own ITTE classrooms. 

So, short version: 
• ITTE needs more pragmatic exchanges (with the ‘formal’ research papers tucked to one 

side, a little); 
• properly funded and supported on-line deliberations (with archives and hot-seats with 

policy makers etc); 
• and more cool stuff (with more fun!). 

That's what I think, anyway! 

S. 
stephen@ultralab.net 

To consider ITTE consider to 
Roger Keeling, Newman College 

Dear Colleagues 

My mailbox seems to have been busy over the past week, including voices from the early days 
of ITTE (most of whom have a better memory than me). When we established ITTE (back in 
1986) the nature of the organisation centred on mutual support. It was always an on-going 
struggle to command government support when it saw its main role of supporting LEAs and in-
set programmes. 

The situation has now changed. ITTE is more research oriented; I think it has made great strides 
in getting the teacher training voice heard in government circles and moreover it is still a lively 
and vibrant community. 

However it is time to take stock. I see ITTE as an organisation that needs to refocus and to state 
clearly what it is about. Is it solely about research, which I think is the impression held by the 
wider IT community? It isn't essential that there has to be change as of now, but I do think we 
need a clear mission statement. 

It appears to me that there are two main issues: 
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a) ITTE serves the needs of its members and not of the wider education community. How does 
the research carried out by ITTE members impinge on the classroom practice of Mrs Smith in 
the reception class of St Peter's JMI - I suspect it doesn't, unless she subscribes to the Journal? 

b) Where are the groundbreaking and imaginative initiatives? I guess that most ITTE members 
are creative ex-classroom teachers who may have had their senses dulled by the need to carry 
out pedantic research to score points for their institution. Full marks to Steve Heppell and 
Martin Owen for breaking the mould. 

On a personal note I took a two-year secondment to organise and develop Newman's network 
infrastructure and information systems. An interesting challenge but I did miss the interaction 
with the students; hence I have now returned to teaching both maths and ICT. This has taken me 
out to secondary schools during school experience. In the main I am saddened by what I see. 
Whilst delighted that schools are being levered into offering pupils greater access to ICT, it is 
not exciting (or at least not flexible). It is repetitive and it doesn't make allowances for the 
pupils that have a real flair for IT. If this is a common picture, what is ITTE doing about it? 

So how can ITTE move forward to serve better its membership? I offer here one idea and no 
doubt others will add their own views. This suggestion is not as a replacement for current 
activities but as a supplement to those, in order to broaden out the range of services to members. 

We may be happy to share research findings and to support each other in these respects, but not 
everything gets published in the Journal. So where is the directory of research interests of 
members? I used the obvious route and went to the web site – no evidence of it there. 

I am also sure that from the teaching and learning angle that there is a great deal of reinventing 
of the wheel. We all teach databases, Excel etc etc. We all produce handouts, assessment tasks 
and Powerpoint presentations. Can’t these be shared? Moreover, some very exciting classroom 
activities are produced by our students; both imaginative and close to publishable standard. 
Why can’t we share these in a depository on the ITTE website? Some of you may be familiar 
with ‘Maths through Database’ which Senga and I wrote some years ago. The most popular of 
the four activities is the ‘dogs’ database – this was originally the work of a couple of Newman 
students, written for an assignment. We did a bit more work on it and the students were 
delighted to see their endeavours published more widely. I am sure that this scenario is not 
unique to Newman. I would love our students to be able to look at the ITTE site as a recognised 
and respected source of materials to support students in training. 

If you are also a MAPE member, you may have just received a copy of Safety Net – we could 
produce the ITTE version of the same thing (one activity from every member and we would 
have a really useful publication). 

So after a quick rant, here is a summary: 
• compile a directory of research interest of members 
• develop the web site to house shared resources for use of both members and students in 

training 
• continue to apply governmental pressure. We have had laptops for teachers. What we 

now need is Tablets for Students (now that would make a difference – although I suspect 
that it would offer a challenge to most of our institutions to accommodate them on a 
wireless-based network!) 

and finally – get rid of the futile end-of-course TTA IT test. What is it meant to achieve? 

Thanks for listening 

Roger 
r.keeling@newman.ac.uk 
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The ITTE Community - a personal perspective 
Graham Jarvis, Trinity and All Saints College 

There have been a number of recent emails on the ITTE list which stemmed from discussions 
that Tim and Tony had had with other groups involved in ICT in Education. Basically the 
proposals centred around ITTE and its place outside, or inside, other groups such as NAACE, 
ACITT and other associations. 

As I consider myself a fairly recent member of the ITTE community I thought I would write 
from a personal perspective. 

My first conference was in Amsterdam and the setting, the conference, the social aspect and 
meeting with colleagues gave me a positive introduction to the community, its aims and 
objectives and the people. I use the word community because that is how I see it: a group of like 
minded people working together in mutual support and respect. Nothing since the Amsterdam 
conference has changed my view. 

As a lecturer in a small college it is easy to feel isolated as I plough my lone furrow to help both 
Primary and Secondary teachers of the future to identify the potential ICT offers in both 
teaching and learning. There are times when I have thought 'I am doing the right thing' and 'how 
does my student's experience compare with others?' 

The support from the ITTE list has always been positive because the advice is coming from 
others who I respect and I know have a great deal of experience and expertise in ICT. The ITTE 
list has also been a vehicle for raising issues and discussing them without being made to feel the 
points raised are insignificant or being made to feel stupid. 

The community has members who have a great deal of teaching experience in schools, those 
who are involved in research and those who manage to combine the two. This becomes very 
obvious through the conferences, the newsletter, and JITTE (now renamed Technology, 
Pedagogy and Education). 

Although we are a reasonably small group I firmly believe it is that sense of togetherness 
(community) that is our strength. We are all focused on Teacher Education (and I am so pleased 
we have kept EDUCATION rather than TRAINING). I do not think we should retain our 
identity for the sake of it. Rather I see the integration into one large group that tries to deal with 
issues in all areas of ICT in Education leading to a dilution not only of what we seek to achieve 
but, I suspect, difficulties for other groups within, what would become, a widening focus. 

This year I am organising the ITTE conference at Trinity and All Saints in Leeds. This is not 
because I am a masochist nor some sort of saint. It is based on the fact that I have a strongly 
held belief that in life we get out of it what we put in. Since Amsterdam I have gained so much 
from being part of ITTE that I thought holding the conference in Leeds was one way in which I 
could put something back. 

I hope the ITTE community continues to grow and flourish because the expertise in its members 
can only help to develop teachers in the future who use ICT to enhance teaching and learning. It 
is this very expertise that the Government, the TTA, and the DfES can draw upon to meet 
common aims and objectives. 

g_jarvis@tasc.ac.uk 
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Hard Fun 
David Longman, University of Wales College, Newport. 

There's not enough fun in Initial Teacher Training (ITT) and, as if by some process of logical 
entailment, there's not enough fun in ICT in ITT. Surely it's up to us to sort that out, to fight the 
seriousness that seems to have taken over our subject. 

The fact that ICT has become a serious subject is a good thing of course, a sign of age, if not 
maturity. But as I contemplate the GCSE syllabuses, the schemes of work, the endless lessons I 
observe where pupils are taught to assemble posters, or to analyse tuck shop sales, or to design 
databases to manage a shopkeeper's newsrounds, I am reminded of the Spectres in Phillip 
Pullman's trilogy. 

This image may seem extreme to those of you who have read those books (see here for more: 
http://www.darkmaterials.com/), but at least I have got your attention! 

For those who have not read them, the symbolism of the Spectre relates to that strange thing that 
happens to everything and everyone when it grows up – somehow the magic disappears, 
somehow the electric energy of childhood ebbs away leaving just a talking, walking but lifeless 
creature. 

In the book, the moment at which puberty strikes is the moment at which you become 
vulnerable to the Spectres ghastly appetite for human spirits. ICT has been through a lifecycle 
and it has grown up. The body hair has appeared, the voice has dropped (yes, in my universe 
ICT is male!), thoughts have turned into urges – and at that moment the Spectres rush in to spoil 
all your anticipations. 

OK. That's a bit extreme I hear you say. ICT is not dead and there's plenty of life in it yet! 

Well yes, but I have been reminiscing to myself about the amazement I felt when I first 
encountered computers in the 1970s. Reminiscing about the fact that this was a cultural 
excitement running through the minds and brains of many people in many (well-heeled) 
countries and communities. Many things seemed possible and many dreams were dreamed. 

In the beginning it was all hard fun. There was rarely much more than programming languages 
to work with (BASIC at first) and then along came LOGO, complete with a theory of learning. 
Oh joy! Hard fun! Creating short programs to make this idiot machine do stuff it never did 
before – make a noise, make a shape, print a phrase. This was the leading edge, this was the 
place where no curriculum planners had been before, this was new. 

Now we hardly notice. The marvel has gone. To many teachers and colleagues nowadays this all 
seems rather daft, the stuff of which anoraks are made. It is as passé as child-centred learning. 
ICT has got its underarm hair. 

So hurrah for Ultralab and Futurelab (NESTA), those think tanks and blue skies. In ITT we 
should perhaps pay more attention to the leading edge, to infinity and beyond, to thinking the 
slightly unthinkable and to dare to offend, or at least to challenge the here and now in ICT. 

Please let's put the fun back into it ITTE. That's our job. To set the agenda, to lead the way. To 
cause our trainees to work hard and to think. To have, as Papert says, "Hard Fun". 

david.longman@newport.ac.uk 
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Down UnderYet another conference report … but from 
Steve Kennewell, University of Wales Swansea 

When I received an invitation last year to contribute to a conference in Australia during January, 
it didn’t take me long to calculate that it would be midsummer there and to send off a prompt 
acceptance. Well, there was a little more to it than that: the conference was a joint conference of 
IFIP working groups 3.1 (ICT in Secondary Education) and 3.3 (Research in ICT Education), 
and from previous involvement in IFIP conferences I was aware of the potential value of the 
collaboration amongst leading international practitioners and researchers which is a feature of 
IFIP working conferences. And it was Melbourne, which I wanted to compare with previous 
Australian venues I’d been to for conferences such as Sydney and Cairns. Unfortunately it was 
during a peak teaching period, so I travelled all the way to Australia for precisely six days, of 
which five were fully taken up with the conference. 

And I mean fully taken up. Reception Sunday evening, opening keynote Monday morning 
followed by paper sessions before and after lunch. My own short paper was scheduled for this 
first day, when still somewhat jetlagged. I was so determined to finish within the 15 minutes 
allowed that I cut out too much material and finished in just over five minutes! This allowed a 
lot time for intimidating questions; no worries though, as I had all the excised material at my 
fingertips, so I just covered that regardless of what the questions were. 

Next was the first session of the Focus Group. This involved a group of conference members 
from several countries, who have probably not met before, working together on an aspect of the 
conference theme over four 90 minute sessions to produce, by the morning of the last day, a 
plenary presentation and a written report to go into the conference book. The good news was 
that the group had a well-prepared chair (in this case, Margaret Cox) and also a rapporteur who 
was responsible for producing the report and presentation. The bad news was that the rapporteur 
was me, as I had rashly accepted an invitation to take this role a few weeks earlier. 

The aspect that we had selected to work on was the Role of the Teacher. Our colleagues were 
from Holland, France, Hong Kong, USA and Australia, with a variety of educational 
backgrounds. Fortunately, all participants had excellent ideas to contribute. Achieving a 
consensus was difficult, but dealing with the differences in perception and vision led to a more 
rewarding learning experience for us than if we had all agreed immediately on issues. In 
addition my colleagues provided great help in compiling the report: it was a genuinely 
collaborative effort and the process exploited a variety of portable ICT equipment together with 
email, not to mention lunch. We even agreed to continue working on developing the report into 
a full journal paper after the conference! 

So, adding Focus Group work to a large 
number of paper presentations and more 
keynotes, not to mention the conference 
trip to either wineries or schools (I’ll 
leave you to guess which I chose) and a 
conference dinner (which turned out to 
involve barbecueing kangaroo, 
crocodile and emu) ensured that my 
time was well occupied. Still, I did find 
time to visit two art galleries, see much 
of the fascinating Melbourne 
architecture, ride on trams, eat great 
Greek, Italian and Chinese food, and 
enjoy a bit of the sunshine (and rain on 
the winery trip – oops! Did you get it 

Yet another conference dinner? 
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right?). 

Was it worth going all that way for barely a week? Absolutely! I’m going back again in July for 
the IFIP 3.5 open conference on Young Children and Learning Technology (see 
http://sites.uws.edu.au/uws/conferences/yclt2003) in Sydney, which is definitely worth another 
visit. I haven’t been to Western Australia yet, so if anyone hears of a conference in Perth, please 
let me know … 

s.e.kennewell@swan.ac.uk 

Technology, Pedagogy and Education: ITTE Journal Update 
Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

This Journal Update is being written at the SITE 2003 Conference in Albuquerque in New 
Mexico. It is an interesting and challenging time to be in the United States as the war in Iraq has 
just started. The media reports are dominated by the war; both US flags and ‘No War’ signs are 
seen in local houses; a peace vigil takes place outside the University of New Mexico, and 
conference delegates from 15 countries have the opportunity to meet, talk and consider their 
work with ICT in education in a wider global context. 

Why do I mention this at the beginning of a ‘Journal Update’? The Journal is well-represented 
at the conference this year. A ‘Meet the Editors’ introduced the range of journals to delegates 
who were interested in publishing their work more widely. This gave me the opportunity to 
discuss the aims and scope of TPEd. Two Symposia are also focused on Journal Specials. The 
first, ‘Leadership in ICT: an international perspective’, is lead by Zahrl Schoeny, University of 
Virginia, who was the Guest Editor for Volume 11 (3). The second, ‘The State of Affairs of 
Teacher Education with Respect to ICT’, lead by Paul Kirschner, Open University of the 
Netherlands, who was the Guest Editor for Volume 12 (1). Many of the authors of the papers in 
the Special Issues are presenting their work for discussion. 

 ‘Back home’, Sarah Allsopp and I have been preparing the general issues from the range of 
papers submitted. We have completed the first round 12(2) which has gone to the publisher, and 
while we await the proofs, are putting the final touches to papers for 12 (3). I do congratulate 
our authors who, in the middle of all the demands of teacher education, work on the revisions 
suggested by our reviewers and some further clarifications that I often request. I’m hoping to 
start work on 13 (1) for 2004 by the summer. It takes a long time to ‘hatch’ a paper through the 
processes of submission, review, revisions, printing, proof-reading and publication, but I am 
always an optimist when it comes to timelines! 

I was encouraged by a comment by a woman at the SITE conference who attended the ‘Meet the 
Editors’ session. She picked up a copy and smiled at me, ‘I’m so pleased to see that you 
incorporate the word Pedagogy in the title’. She told me that she was Spanish, but now working 
in the US, and she missed the European view of pedagogy as a view of the representation and 
mediation of knowledge and the design of learning environments, which she felt should inform 
our work with ICT in schools. You won’t be surprised to hear that I asked her to submit a paper! 

One of my colleagues has remarked that my being Editor of the journal has changed my 
relationships with people in that whenever we discuss ideas, I’m now always suggesting ‘Why 
don’t you work that into a paper?’ I do encourage people to submit their work as research 
papers, literature reviews, theoretical discussions or reviews of books, software and innovative 
ICT resources, in order to develop the scope of the journal and its use with our students and 
teachers. 

aml@brighton.ac.uk 
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BECTA update 
Julie Wilson 

New materials 

Helping pupils stay safe 

To help teachers educate children on staying safe on 
the Internet Becta, the Department for Education and 
Skills (DfES) and the Qualifications and Curriculum 
Authority (QCA) have developed the Internet 
Proficiency Scheme for Key Stage 2 pupils. The 
scheme aims to develop a set of safe and 
discriminating behaviours for pupils to adopt when 
using the Internet and other technologies. 

The scheme includes an interactive web site 
Cybercafe, which is hosted by Gridclub, and a 
teachers’ pack with activities, worksheets, advice, 
pupil certificates and more. The scheme is linked to 
the National Curriculum in the subject areas of 
PSHE and Citizenship. 

The scheme has been developed as a result of 
teachers’ feedback from an earlier pilot with 50 
schools. 

Karl Hopwood, Head Teacher, Greystoke School in 
Cumbria took part in the pilot. “The pack was very 
comprehensive. It encouraged us to think about using 
the technology before we used it. For instance, in one 
activity, children sat and talked to a partner before 
considering how they would feel if they were in a 
chat room talking to someone that they had never 
met. 

 “The SMART rules were a real hit with the children 
and we have copies of this list all over the school. 
Most, if not, all of our KS2 children will be able to 
tell you what the acronym stands for,” says Karl. In 
case readers don’t know, here is an abridged version: 

Secret (keep your name and other details private) 

Meeting (only do so when your parent or carer can 
go with you) 

Attachments (e-mails or opening files from people 
you don’t really know or trust can get you into 
trouble – they may contain viruses or nasty 
messages) 

Reliable (someone online may not be telling the 
truth about who they are) 

Tell your parents or carer if something makes you 
feel uncomfortable. 

“During the pilot, we had 35 children in Key Stage 2, 
and only one child did not have Internet access at 
home. A number said they had seen inappropriate 
images on the Internet at home. Raising awareness 

has been a really 
positive thing here 
and has been well supported by the parents. 

 “Despite what some people think, computers are an 
excellent stimulus for children and ours enjoyed 
logging onto the Cybercafe website as one of their 
"start the day" activities. They enjoyed this partly 
because they were getting to use a computer and 
partly because the activities are so well thought out. 
They particularly enjoyed the site’s chatroom and the 
e-mail virus which simulated the computer freezing. 
Because they enjoyed these things, they picked up 
the messages that were within the activities. They are 
still enjoying the site now - even though the pilot is 
finished. I think it also made them feel important, 
that they knew about Internet safety and could tell 
mums and dads about it.” 

[http://safety.ngfl.gov.uk/schools/Internetproficiency] 
The Superhighway Safety site 
http://safety.ngfl.gov.uk/schools now has an updated 
list of filtering, monitoring and detection software 
packages, to help schools consider what is 
appropriate for their needs. 

ICT Advice for teachers CD-ROM 

(A copy of the CD-ROM is included in the mailing 
of the ITTE newsletter) 

This CD-ROM showcases some of the free advice 
that is available through the ICT Advice web site 
[http://www.ictadvice.org.uk]. 

It features examples of on-line content aimed at 
classroom practitioners and includes Timesavers, 
‘How to’s’ and technical advice on subjects such as 
digital cameras, video conferencing, Foundation 
Stage ICT and advice relating to Special Educational 
Needs. 

Additional advice services are detailed in the ICT 
Advice Services section and further copies of the CD 
are available on request. 

[http://www.ictadvice.org.uk/orders]. 

Sarah Thomson  
Project Officer - Advice Services Team 

New Research@Becta 
www.becta.org.uk/research/reports/wtrs.cfm 

Becta is publishing a new series of research briefings 
on the subjects that matter most to teachers, heads 
and ICT co-ordinators. The series - called ‘What the 
Research Says’ - is aimed at a practitioner audience 
who are interested in the key messages from 
research. The briefings capture the key evidence and 
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advice, and each title includes real case studies 
showing the effective use of technology. 

The first ten titles in the series cover: 

• ICT and teacher workloads 
• ICT and teacher CPD 
• Portable ICT 
• Virtual Learning Environments 
• ICT and pupil attainment 
• ICT and pupil motivation/behaviour 
• ICT and school management 
• Interactive whiteboards 
• Video conferencing 
• Network technologies 

Becta is also interested in reactions to the series, so 
please feedback any comments, positive or negative. 

Alongside the gathering evidence of the benefits of 
ICT use, there is a developing community of 
teachers, ICT co-ordinators, companies and 
policymakers who are using and contributing to this 
evidence: Becta’s ICT Research Network. Further 
information about the Network can be found at: 

www.becta.org.uk/research/ictrn or by e-mailing: 
research@becta.org.uk 

Michael Harris, 
 Education Officer - Evidence and Research Team 

julie.Wilson@becta.org.uk 

New on the bookshelf 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

With a good 40cm of bookshelf taken up with KS3 ICT Strategy materials it's getting a bit 
crowded. 

'Emotional Intelligence' is causing a ripple of excitement in my neck of the woods and I got 
around to reading Alistair Smith's Accelerated Learning in the Classroom (1996 Network 
Educational Press). This appears to be a comfortable entry into the concepts and ideas involved. 
My copy was bought cheap in a bookshop closedown. 

Not so cheap is Jackie Beere's The Key Stage 3 Learning Kit (2002 Connect Publications). This 
photocopy master pack is supposed to be helping me ensure that my ICT trainees deliver 
exciting and relevant lessons to confident learners (now that reads like I've been to too many 
Ofsted and KS3 events!). 

Hodder and Stoughton appears to be changing into Hodder Murray but has just released two 
slim titles for Coursework at AS and A2 level. Both by Barbara Wilson, and both priced at 
£5.99, they seem to be offering the common sense support that students at this level need. As an 
aside, one of my mentors has been commenting that the standard required of GCSE project is 
fast approaching that of AS - has anyone else been reporting this? 

Three Internet associated books have also appeared on the shelf. Google Hacks [Calihain, T. 
and Dornfest, R. (2003) O'Reilly] is intended to let you use the power of Google with enhanced 
syntax and other sophisticated tools. For the more voyeuristic Adam Joinson has produced 
Understanding the Psychology of Internet Behaviour (2003 Palgrave); amongst other areas this 
looks at positive and negative aspects, the 'dark side of life on-line' and the benefits of online 
communities. Finally from Hewson et al comes Internet Research Methods (2003 Sage). 
Unusually this is not about finding stuff on the Internet, but how you might gather data via the 
Internet and includes code for asking questions (even randomizing the answer scale) and 
validating responses. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 
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Web wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

It has been annoying that the KS3 Strategy publications website isn't keeping up with the paper 
output - http://www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/keystage3/publications/ . With trainees out in school, 
getting them familiar with the new materials (especially the EAL ones) is that much easier when 
the resources are digital. 

They changed the email permissions at work and I've had to start sending mail from my home 
system using an NTL address. As many replies end up back there I get it sent on to my work 
email. Unfortunately that brings the spam. Mailwasher - http://www.mailwasher.net/index.php - 
lets you scan your email before downloading and then you can delete or even bounce the stuff 
you don't want - it's got rid of all the 'Friend' mail after only a week. It did try to reject one of 
David Longman's emails though! 

A search for something else (probably emotional intelligence!) found - http://www.glef.org/ - 
the George Lucas Educational Forum, a US "nonprofit operating foundation that documents and 
disseminates models of the most innovative practices in our nation's K-12 schools." That said, 
you may find some interesting nuggets. 

Several NOF providers have opened their sites up for general access. This includes Talent - 
http://ecs.lewisham.gov.uk/talent/ - this has a very clear ICT subject pathway for secondary. If 
you know of other such open-access NOF materials let me know and I'll do a round up next 
time. 

I have to teach Statistics to undergrads and a search found - 
http://www.pearsonncs.com/research-notes/subject.htm - a useful little repository of 'how to' 
survey information. 

My maths searches found ExamBot - http://www.exambot.com/ . I've not explored this fully 
and you appear to need an access code to get to some bits, but it looks interesting if you 're into 
Maths, Science and Economics (should be math as it's a US site). 

http://www.learnist.org/ is a EU site - it's got lots of short animations (greenhouse effect etc), 
plus other stuff. The fact that it is multi-lingual may make it even more useful but I couldn't find 
anything for my direct teaching needs. 

A few years back SEMERC lost some of its team who became Inclusive Technology. They have 
some useful SEN articles on their website - http://www.inclusive.co.uk/infosite/articles.shtml . 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Endpiece 
Libby Jared 

Unable to pay a January visit to Australia, I did not bump into Steve Kennewell and Tim 
Denning as they roamed the Melbourne Art Galleries. I will however be spending my Easter 
Holidays in Birkenhead (glorious art galleries galore within a few miles radius 
http://www.nmgm.org.uk) visiting my osteopathic nephew (useful to have when you reach my 
age) who has the Williamson Art Gallery (http://www.wirral.gov.uk/ed/Williamson.htm) at the 
bottom of his road. He now knows what is in it – as does John McPeake, ITTE’s unsung hero in 
Keeper of the Mailing List. Others are welcomed to join the ITTE Art Appreciation Society – 
just let us know! 

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 
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A request arrived from Philip Yorke of Chartwell-Yorke (Mathematics Software and Books) 
Ltd if a mention in could be made in the ITTE newsletter about: 

Free Maths ICT Info Packs for KS3/4 and above, including free trial CD-ROMs, are available 
from Chartwell-Yorke Ltd. These include the leading programs "Autograph", "Cabri Geometry 
II dynamic geometry", "Derive 5 computer algebra", "MathType", "The Geometer's Sketchpad", 
and "Fathom dynamic data and statistics" together with supporting literature. 

Contact Philip Yorke at Chartwell-Yorke Ltd, 114 High Street, Belmont, Bolton, Lancashire, 
BL7 8AL, England, info@chartwellyorke.com, tel 01204 811001, fax 01204 811008. 

Website at: http://www.chartwellyorke.com 

Chartwell-Yorke is a member of EMSET - European Math & Science Education with 
Technology 

 

Planning is underway for … 

The 7th ITTE Research Seminar 
will be held on 

Friday 9th & Saturday 10th January 2004 
as usual at the sumptuous venue of 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 
 

Get ready to book your place! 
 

Enquiries to: Libby Jared, Homerton College, Cambridge. CB2 2PH. 

email: ecj20@cam.ac.uk 
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